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An introduction to the method 

This paper works on the premise that lists are boring, weird phrases are unhelpful, and learning 

without understanding is difficult. We learn languages primarily in order to communicate, it is a 

necessity. What you need is hard to forget. How do you generate a necessity with a language you 

don’t speak? Try and speak. As soon as you try to say something in another language and hit that 

blankness that says ‘not a clue’, you are in the mind-set to absorb new words. The goal here will 

always be communication. To achieve this it is important to consider not only what to say, but also 

when and why. 

There are some competing theories in language learning. One advocates a ‘top-down’ approach. 

Taking in as much real language as possible, even if that means not understanding. Listening to the 

language at every opportunity, and trying from the off to mix it with the natives. After doing this for 

a while the patterns in a language will start to be recognised, and the connections made between 

phrases. Suddenly instead of a wall of noise you will begin to make out the words you hear most 

often. Speaking will come naturally; you will not know why you want to say a word, but it will just 

make sense to say it. It is often said that children learn in this way, as they are totally immersed in 

their linguistic world and emerge as native speakers. Without realising it we are analysing new 

languages subconsciously, our brain is looking for these patterns. Once it has found the connections, 

things just start to make sense, in the same way that we often can’t explain why we say things in our 

own language, we just say them. The problem is that this way of learning is incredibly tough. After a 

month, two months, even three, speaking is still very difficult. We don’t understand what people are 

saying when they speak to one another. It is tiring to be immersed in another linguistic environment, 

and we can get frustrated at our apparent lack of progress. If the target language is similar to our 

own, by this point things will begin to be making sense. If not however, it will take far longer, as the 

brain needs more time to make sense of all the data it is receiving. An Italian speaker might be able 

to learn Spanish like this, but the task could become impossible when presented with Mandarin. You 

are trying to do something that you did as an infant over the course of five to ten years in a matter 

of months.  

The other theory is the bottom-up approach. This is the way most commonly taught in schools, that 

instructs grammar, syntax and vocabulary. The logical construction of various sentences are 

meticulously described and learnt. Whilst the top-down student is constantly overwhelmed by the 

intake of information, the bottom-up student’s exposure can be broken up into neat half an hour 

chunks. With this method we are able to explain exactly why something is said, and know the names 

of an astonishing variety of things. Reading in particular can become very fluent. The trouble is that 

this learning system is based on Latin, a dead language not taught to be spoken, but the first to be 

taught in English schools. Given time, we can produce elaborate, grammatically advanced sentences, 

but in the heat of a conversation are lost for words. After long enough, a certain fluency can be 

obtained, as one by one we no longer need to remember the rules in order to speak. They become 

automatic. There are often accounts of people studying a language for years, but only managing to 

speak when they have been confronted with an immersive linguistic experience. Once again, getting 

to the point when we can let go of the rules takes a long time. Although it builds analytical, problem-

solving skills, and undoubtedly prepares someone well for speaking, if the personal goal is to 

communicate quickly this approach will be unfulfilling. 

In both cases communication is delayed. The top-downer can only parrot back what they have 

heard, the bottom-upper cannot think past the grammar rules. Crucially, motivation and interest is 

hard to maintain, perhaps the most important element of language learning. What is needed is a 

different approach that puts communication first, and takes the best elements of both.  
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Languages are like trees. We get to know a tree best by studying it from below, seeing the 

connections between all the branches and leaves. Understand by standing under. From above, a 

language is beautiful, but impenetrable. The top-down technique works by giving you lots of leaves. 

Fully formed, real language, but it can be difficult to see how it relates to another leaf on another 

branch. The bottom-up method focuses on the branches one by one, but often in a confusing order, 

and it rarely reaches the leaves. Working your way up to the leaves via the branches, and vice versa, 

seeing how they connect allows you to understand the language. At this point the words do not have 

to be learnt: they make sense. It allows us to skip the brain’s trial and error and fit the language into 

place like pieces of a puzzle. In a similar way we might compare learning a new language to being 

lost in a city. The shops and cafés might be words and phrases, with the roads tying them together. 

We can never know the entire city perfectly - it is constantly changing just as a tree is constantly 

growing and moving. After a while we might begin to recognise the places we go to most often, and 

begin to get a sense of a city’s scale. Without a map however, we are always at risk of becoming lost, 

or not realising how one part of the city connects to another. In the same way, someone carefully 

studying a map might be able to give directions, but they couldn’t say they really know the city at all; 

how it looks or what it feels like to walk its streets.  

Taking real language and understanding how it works makes learning easier, just as finding your way 

through a city is easier with a map. Once you get to know a few things, you can start to make 

guesses about others. When someone tells you something, instead of it being a new word 

altogether, you might see the connection between it and something else you heard before. Trying to 

speak and engaging with the culture, at the same time as studying the way a language works is a 

much more effective way to learn. The hard part is knowing where to begin, what makes sense to 

find out next, and getting a clear picture of the whole thing as quickly as possible so that all the new 

information fits together. You would begin describing a city with the overall structure, the main 

roads, and a tree with its trunk or biggest branches. This guide aims to describe those main branches 

that hold the language together, and make understanding it as easy as possible. 

Reading this will not teach you a language. In fact, there are many who say a language cannot be 

taught, it must be learned. The goal is to show the language as simply as possible; it must be put into 

use in order to be needed and therefore learned. Here are some other tactics to employ in order to 

acquire a language effectively: 

Listening carefully. The most important thing is to listen. Learning a language is humbling. We are 

reduced once again to a toddler’s communication skills, and everything we learn will be dependent 

on others. Ultimately our success in learning another language will be a result of the kindness and 

patience of those around us. What people tell you however is not always useful. One of the first 

things often explained is how to ask someone their name. This is perhaps the cruellest thing 

someone can tell a beginner. English speakers for example are being told in French that ‘what is your 

name?’ is comment t’appelles tu? This demands nothing less than a swift comprehension of reflexive 

verbs, the use of the passive, and the mechanics of questions, one of the most difficult things to 

understand about French. What’s more, this form is hardly ever used. The listening must be careful 

for this reason, as not everything you hear will be useful. Listening to ourselves is also important. 

Speaking a new language involves changing the way in which we speak, and accent is vital for 

confidence and convincing people to speak with us. 

Speaking. We learn languages quickest by trying to speak them. Until we can use a word or a phrase, 

it is not active knowledge. Every mistake should be treated as a triumph; it is only when we are 

corrected that we learn something new. Speaking with others will also bring great pleasure, 

opportunities for listening, and therefore motivation to keep going. 
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Feeling the language. Relating words to the context in which they are actually used will create 

stronger connections in the mind. Once we can associate a phrase with a particular moment, a real 

sense of what the word represents comes into view. Ultimately language is the medium through 

which we convey thoughts, and the closer we can bring a word to a thought, the harder it is to 

forget. This is perhaps what people mean when they say they want to ‘think’ in the target language, 

not merely speak it. Certainly, we should always try to go from the emotion, the essence of the idea 

directly to the target word, rather than going to our first language and constantly translating. It is 

unclear if people really do ‘think’ in a language. What is clear is that if a word or phrase can be tied 

to an emotion or feeling it becomes difficult to forget. 

Seeing the connections. There are myriad connections between all the words we use, whether it is 

their grammatical construction, the context in which they are used, or even how they sound. 

Metaphors perhaps seem strangely beautiful because they draw connections between words or 

ideas that we would not otherwise expect. Take the sound of the words: flap, fly, flick. The 

consonantal cluster fl in English seems to call to mind something light and dynamic, to be flung or 

flipped at the will of its owner. These words are like arrows, made by a fletcher, to be fleet of foot. 

Spotting these connections in other languages can allow us to relate them to other parts of the 

whole, and see a kind of beauty in their construction and reflection. Reflection of course being the 

way that light or an idea might change direction so effortlessly. 

Applying these principles should make learning any language easier. From now on, memorising word 

lists or tables should be banned. We will focus instead on acquiring the language that you need 

every day to communicate. A golden mean approach that begins at the heart of the language rather 

than top or bottom. Through its listening, speaking, feeling and seeing the connections in between, 

the language will begin to emerge from the sounds, and the linguistic wood from the phonemic 

trees. 
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Preface: how to use the guide 

In order to learn any language efficiently, we need three things:  

- a good dictionary http://kinyarwanda.net/index.php (also mobile app Kumva) 

- a grammatical understanding of the language 

- People with whom we can speak in the target language on a regular basis 

This paper aims to provide an insight into` how Kinyarwanda works as a language. It should be used 

in conjunction with speaking regularly and searching new words. After reading a chapter, form other 

sentences using the same grammatical logic and test them in context. 

When we learn languages that are close to our own, we will already have a good instinct for the 

grammatical adaption required to speak the target language. With an unrelated language however 

the grammar can present a significant barrier to understanding. This guide is not an exhaustive 

grammar reference, or just a collection of useful phrases. Indeed, for brevity’s sake only a limited 

number of examples have been given. It seeks instead to remove the grammar barrier through a 

simple and logical description of the language structure. The order in which the information is 

presented is important, as one concept is used to build another. In this way it is hoped that the 

connections between the parts of speech and their relation to the whole language will become 

apparent. Understanding the language like this will also allow a learner to build new words into 

many different kinds of sentences, and be less reliant on speakers to explain how to use a word. 

In Kinyarwanda there are perhaps three challenging ideas which once grasped will make the 

language far easier to understand: 

- Verbs are built by adding prefixes and suffixes to a core of a few letters. 

- Nouns give a prefix to parts of speech which they govern (adjectives, pronouns, verbs etc) 

- Adjectives in English are mostly translated by verbs 

Each chapter describes one or more of these concepts in different ways. 
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Common (and complex) phrases 

Whether it’s ça va? in French, ¿qué más? in Spanish, or alright? in English, the things we say the 

most often are often the most linguistically confusing. Sometimes it is easier to learn something 

when one understands it, so here is an explanation of the first things you might hear in Kinyarwanda. 

Muraho  mu – ra – ho   ‘hello’ 

 mu - you (plural) ra - from ‘to be’, are ho - aho – there 

Therefore muraho literally means ‘you are there’ or ‘there you are’ and is used to say ‘hello’. 

In Kinyarwanda the ‘you plural’ form (mu) is very common in polite situations, like vous in French.  

 

Mwaramutse mu – a – ramu – tse ‘good morning’ 

mu – you (pl)  a – past tense prefix  tse – past tense ending 

ramu – stem of verb kuramuka, which means ‘to spend the night’ 

Altogether it literally means ‘you have spent the night’. Used like ‘good morning’. 

Notice that mu-a contracts to mwa.  

Past tense in Kinyarwanda is indicated by the -a- in the prefix and a change of suffix. Verbs that end 

ka in the infinitive generally swap this for –tse in the past. 

To spend the night– kuramuka, You spend the night– muramuka, You spent the night- mwaramutse     

 

Mwiriwe  mu – a –  iri – we  ‘good evening’, ‘good afternoon’ 

 mu – you (pl)   a – past tense prefix  we – pas tense ending 

 iri – stem of verb kwiriwa which means ‘to spend the day’ 

Altogether, it literally means ‘you have spent the day’. An English speaker would say ‘good evening’, 

or ‘good afternoon’, it is used any time after midday. 

Here the -a- is lost through the further contraction with -iri-. So mu-a-iri becomes mwiri. 

Kinyarwanda does not like to have two vowels next to each other, so contraction is common. 

The past tense here is formed by changing the –wa ending to –we. In general, verbs in the past tense 

end in –e.  

 

Amakuru? ama – kuru  ‘how are you?’  

 ama – plural noun prefix  kuru – noun stem 

Literally it means ‘news?’ but is used as ‘how are you?’ 

The –kuru part is often used as an adjective meaning ‘important’. As a noun it is easy to see it 

literally meaning ‘important things’, just as news is ‘new things’ in English.  

mwaramutse.wma

mwiriwe.wma

amakuru.wma

muraho 1.wma
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In Kinyarwanda all nouns belong to a class which has a set prefix. There are about ten classes, so 

with singular and plural forms perhaps twenty different ways a noun can begin. One might say that 

the stem of the word, which in Kinyarwanda is usually found in the middle, contains the key lexical 

meaning and the prefix or suffix tells you how it fits into the sentence. 

 

Ni meza ni  ma - iza  ‘I’m well’  

 ni – ‘it/he/she is’ or ‘they are’ ma – adjective prefix -iza – ‘good’ adjective stem 

Literally it means ‘it’s good’, as a response to ‘how is the news’.  

The ma comes from ama-kuru. The adjectives begin with the stem of the noun with which they 

agree (minus the first vowel), and add that to the adjective stem. The a-i contracts to -e-.      

Amakuru meza – good news. 

 

Bite?  bi – te   ‘what’s up?’ (informal, how are you?)  

 bi – plural noun stem from ibintu – things -te – how? – question suffix 

Literally it means ‘how are things?’ 

-te is added as a suffix to turn something into a ‘how’ question. 

Ikintu in Kinyarwanda means ‘a thing’, and in the plural its prefix changes to ibi-. In this expression, 

ibintu is assumed, but the question must still have the prefix in agreement. In the same way, we 

might say that ‘what’s up?’ might be a short way of saying ‘what are you getting up to?’ 

 

Ni byiza ni – bi – iza  ‘It’s good’ 

 ni – ‘it/he/she is, they are bi – adjective prefix -iza – good 

Literally, ‘things are good’ 

Bi followed by i contracts to byi. When pronounced the y sounds like a soft ‘j’. The bi is there 

because the iza is describing ibintu, and the adjective takes the noun prefix it describes, minus the 

first vowel.  

 

Murakoze mu – ra – ko – ze  ‘Thank you’ 

 mu – you (pl) ra – present tense prefix  ko – stem from gukora, to do or work 

 ze – past tense suffix 

Literally, ‘you’ve just done this’. Used to say ‘thank you’. 

Here there are both past and present tense markers. The you (mu) is followed by -ra-, a part of the 

verb to be (ri) indicating present tense, and finishes with the past indicator –ze. This in-between 

tense is used to refer to the immediate past. ‘You are doing’ would be murakora, and ‘you have 

done’ would be mwakoze (mu-a-koze). Combining the two refers to something that has just 

happened. 

ni meza.wma

bite.wma

murakoze.wma

ni byiza.wma
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Sinumva si – n – umva  ‘I don’t understand’ 

 si – negative prefix n – first person prefix umva – stem from kumva, to understand 

Si is added to make a first person 

 negative. On its own, it is the opposite of ni, the 3rd person negative (he/she/it is not or they are 

not). The n indicates that it is referring to the speaker – ‘i don’t understand’, just as mu referred to 

you (pl). 

Kumva means to understand, but also to sense, feel, hear or listen.  

 

Mbabarira  m – babarira ‘Sorry’ or ‘excuse me’  

 m – first person object pronoun  babarira – from kubabarira, to forgive 

Literally, ‘forgive me’, we would say ‘sorry’. 

This word is formed from the imperative, made simply with the verb stem, and the object pronoun 

n, meaning ‘me’, which contracts to m before the b. Rather than adding it to a phrase as we do in 

English, in Kinyarwanda it is combined with the verb as a prefix. To say ‘forgive!’ it would be just 

babarira! The verb is derived from kubabara, which means ‘to be in pain’, ‘suffer’, or ‘hurt’. 

 

Within these few phrases is contained a large amount of linguistic information, from which we might 

draw some general principles: 

- Kinyarwanda builds words by joining together different parts of speech. 

- The key meaning of a word is found in the stem. The prefix and suffix tells you how it fits 

into the sentence. 

- Adjectives take the prefix of the noun they describe. 

- ‘mu’ on the beginning of a verb means ‘you (pl)’, like vous in French. ‘n-’ means ‘I’.   

- Past tense generally ends in –e after a variety of stem changes. 

- Contraction is used to avoid diphthongs (eg. mu-a contracting to mwa) 

- A noun stem changes depending on whether it is singular or plural, and on which group or 

class of nouns it belongs to. 

Hopefully the understanding of how these words work will make them easier to learn. Not only that, 

some of the most difficult grammatical concepts to grasp are described. Once we begin to see the 

connections between the different words here we might start relating them to others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mbabarira.wma

sinumva.wma
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Building a language – Speak! 

 vuga!   - Speak!  

With one word we can construct a first sentence. The imperative or command word does not need 

any other grammatical trappings to function as its own complete phrase.  

 vuga vuba!  - Speak quickly!  

The word for speak –vuga bears much resemblance to the word for quickly vuba. It is almost as 

though there is something intrinsically linked to the way Rwandan’s speak and their word for it. 

 m-vuga   - I speak 

 u-vuga   - You speak 

To put a verb into the first person singular, I speak, add n- or m- to the stem, depending on the 

consonant that follows. For the second person singular, you speak, add u-. These ‘person indicators’ 

come up time and time again in all forms of the verb, just like ‘I’ and ‘you’ in English. 

mu-vuga Icy-ongereza?  - do you speak English?  

In Kinyarwanda there is another pronoun for ‘you’ in a formal context: mu-. This form is used when 

speaking to a stranger, an older person, or to more than one person. It resembles the French vous. 

The word for English may look bizarre, but it comes from French. Notice the similarity between 

ongereza and Anglais. In Kinyarwanda the r sound, produced by the tongue flicking the palette like a 

single Spanish r, sounds almost indistinguishable from l. The c in Icyongereza is pronounced ‘ch’. In 

Kinyarwanda, most words consist of a stem, the core unit of the word that carries its essential 

meaning, and a prefix, which tells us how it fits into the sentence. The vuga tells us that the verb will 

be about ‘speaking’, the mu- that it will be ‘you’. The –ongereza is the core part that means ‘English’. 

The prefix of a noun, in this case Icy-, will tell us whether it is singular or plural and link it to other 

words in the sentence when they become more complex. 

 Yego, m-vuga Icy-ongereza - yes, I speak English  

The word for ‘yes’ is yego, whose -e- is pronounced like a long ey sound, as in ‘hey’. 

 Oya, m-vuga Iki-nyarwanda - No, I speak Kinyarwanda  

‘No’ is oya. Ikinarwanda is pronounced as though there is a ‘g’ in between the rw. Indeed the name 

of the country is pronounced Rgwanda, not Ruwanda. The flicked r must be followed immediately 

by g, a combination not produced in English. The ki is sometimes pronounced ‘chi’, sometimes ‘ki’. 

No clear consensus as to which is ‘correct’. Notice the prefix of Iki-nyarwanda, it is similar to that of 

Icy-ongereza in sound. It should in fact be Ikiongereza, but the ki- changes to cy- before a vowel. 

 Ni sawa, vuga buhoro!  - It’s ok, speak slowly!  

The adverb ‘slowly’ is buhoro, a useful word when trying to communicate. Ni is a simple verb that 

means ‘it is’ or ‘they are’. Sawa comes from Swahili, and means ‘alright’, or ‘ok’. 

 

 

 

vuga.wma

vuga vuba.wma

yego mvuga icyongereza.wma

mvuga uvuga.wma

ni sawa vuga buhoro.wma

muvuga icyongereza.wma

oya mvuga ikinyarwanda 1.wma
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Building a language – nouns and adjectives 

Stripping down a language to its simplest elements can be helpful to understand how a language 

works. Take the following sentence: 

Ikinyarwanda ni ururimi   - Kinyarwanda is a language 

We can mine a great deal of linguistic information from these words. ni is the simple form of ‘to be’ 

when connecting two concepts: ‘is’. The positive statement. ururimi is the word for language. There 

is no indefinite article in Kinyarwanda, a word for ‘a’. What English does in four, it can do it three. 

Ikinyarwanda ni ururimi rwiza  - Kinyarwanda is a beautiful language 

The addition of the adjective: rwiza. An example of the noun-adjective relationship. The adjective 

stem is –iza, the part that means ‘good’, ‘fine’, ‘beautiful’. It is preceded by rw in agreement with the 

noun it describes, ururimi. Rwiza is in fact ru-iza, but to avoid the diphthong the vowels contract to 

rwi. The ru comes from the second two letters of ururimi. In pronunciation, one hears a ‘g’ between 

the rw, just like Ikinyar(g)wanda and R(g)wanda. 

Another example: 

Ibintu ni byiza    - Things are good 

The word for things, ibintu, lends its second two letters to –iza, and the bi-i contracts to byi. Ni byiza 

is a common response to the informal question, bite? – how are things? Pronunciation: byi sounds 

like bji. Note also the ntu sound, pronounced like nhu. 

Nouns do not always lend the second two letters, and with contraction it is rarely the case in 

practice, but a guiding principle might be that the sound is carried over: ibintu byiza, ururimi rwiza, 

Ikinyarwanda cyiza (pronounced cheeza).  

Umunsi mwiza!   - Good day!  

Wish someone a good day with this phrase. The mu-i contracts to mwi. Listen to the pronunciation 

of mw, sounding like mng. 

Rather than studying a list of all contration variations at once, take each combination of noun and 

adjective as it comes in context. After a while the patterns will begin to make sense, as the logic 

beneath the surface is gradually revealed. The principle of nouns lending prefixes to adjectives is 

important to understand, as it recurs in a variety of other circumstances. One might say it is indeed 

an ururimi rwiza because of this facet: the way that links between words are created is so strong, it 

actually changes the way they sound. The words seem almost to echo one another.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ikinyawanda ni ururimi rwiza.wma

ibintu ni byiza.wma

ikinyarwanda ni ururimi.wma

umunsi mwiza.wma
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Building a language – going 

 N-da-genda  - I am walking 

- Present ‘near’ tense – what we are doing, or about to do 

- Subject + ra + stem 

Kinyarwanda verbs are constructed by adding particles to the prefix. For this reason linguists call it 

an ‘agglutinative’ language. The core of the word, the stem, remains the same and the prefix tells us 

how it fits into a sentence. To form the present near tense, used to describe what we are just about 

to do, we add ra after the subject (n). -ra- comes from the verb ‘be’ in Kinyarwanda (ri), similar to 

English sentence structure. Try to say n-ra with the r flicked and you will find it is almost impossible 

to stop it sounding like d, hence the change in spelling in the first person. 

 U-ra-genda   - You are walking  

The second person singular follows suit, with ‘you’ added to ra. The word -genda means ‘go’, in the 

sense of ‘travelling’, ‘leaving’ and also ‘walking’ depending on context.  

 N-da-jya  - I am going to...  

In English uses many verb-preposition combinations (phrasal verbs) to add shades of meaning. In 

Kinyarwanda ‘to go to’ is –jya. The jya sound is made slightly further back in the mouth than in 

English. 

 U-ra-jya he?  - Where are you going?  

Adding –he to a phrase makes it a ‘where’ question. Literally: ‘you are going where?’ 

To attach a verb to a different speaker, we simply have to change the subject prefix. For he or she, 

‘a’, for we, ‘tu’ and for they, ‘ba’. Here are all forms with a different verb stem, -genda – ‘go’: 

Ndajya Urajya Arajya Turajya Murajya Barajya 

I am going You are going He/she is going We are going You are going They are going 

      

Uragenda?   - Are you walking?  

Turn a statement into a question by raising the voice at the end, just like in English. 

A useful phrase with this verb is tugende, which means ‘let’s go!’ For this subjunctive form there is 

no -ra- and it ends with an –e to mark the change in mood.  

This principle of changing the prefix is essential for grasping the way in which all verb forms are built. 

The core of the word in Kinyarwanda is found in the centre, the stem. Tense and markers will be 

found in the prefix, and suffix as we shall see later on.  

 

 

 

 

 

ndagenda.wma

urajya he.wma

ndajya.wma

uragenda qu.wma

uragenda.wma
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Language tool kit: to have, to be and to know 

The need to speak in order to learn beckons. Some key verbs needed early on: 

 Mufite amazi?   - Do you have water?  

‘To have’ is irregular in most languages, but in Kinyarwanda the present form is simple. Simply add 

the subject to the stem –fite. Notice the mu- prefix, the second person plural, is used in formal 

situations. 

 Yego, mfite amazi  - Yes, I have water  

N- contracts to an m- before the f. First person plural tu contracts to du – dufite ‘we have’. 

Contraction is used to preserve the sound or rhythm of a language. Amazi is the word for water. The 

second a is longer than the first when spoken. 

 Uri he?    - Where are you?  

The verb ‘to be’ is also simple. The subject precedes the stem –ri in regular fashion. To ask a where 

question just add he to the end. Literally: ‘you are where?’ 

 Ndi hano   - I am here  

When r is preceded by n it contracts to d. Try to say nri with the r striking the palette as Rwandan’s 

pronounce it and it becomes obvious why. Hano is ‘here’.  

 Muzi?    - You know?  

 Sinzi    - I don’t know 

Subject + -zi means ‘know’. To say ‘I don’t know’ si- is added on to the prefix.  

 Uzi niba avuga Icyongereza?  - Do you know whether he speaks English?  

With niba meaning ‘whether’ or ‘if’, we are able to build a longer phrase. Notice that the avuga and 

–zi forms are lacking the -ra- part. Saying aravuga would be more like ‘he is speaking’, rather than 

‘he speaks’. 

Nb. The verbs -fite, -ri and -zi are known as ‘defective verbs’; they are used commonly in present and 

past tense but three other verbs (kugira, kuba and kumenya) are used for other forms, such as the 

future. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

uri he.wma

uzi niba avuga icyongereza.wma

mufite amazi.wma

muzi sinzi.wma

yego mfite amazi.wma

ndi hano.wma
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Language short-cuts 

Meticulously working out, or getting used to the morphology of many different verbs takes time. 

Working out the morphology for different tenses takes even longer. We can take a shortcut for the 

sake of communication by getting to know a few verbs that take infinitives. 

Ndashaka kugenda  - I want to go 

- Want + infinitive 

The infinitive has the ku- prefix. Depending on the consonant that follows it can be gu-, like gushaka 

– to want, and before a vowel it can contract to kw- like kwiga – to learn. 

 Urashaka kwiga?  - You want to learn?  

The verb gu-shaka covers a range of meanings from ‘I want’, ‘need’, or ‘would like’ to ‘I am looking 

for’. The word can be used to refer to the future, as well as the present. If someone asks what you 

will do, you can tell them what you would like to do. 

 Mushobora kumva?  - Can you understand?  

The word gu-shobora means ‘to be able to’, taking the infinitive. Kumva means ‘to understand’, but 

also ‘to hear’, ‘listen’ or ‘sense’. Notice the contraction: ku-umva. 

 Ngomba kujya mu mujyi - I have to go into town 

‘Should’, ‘must’ or ‘have to’ is ku-gomba. Kujya means ‘to go to a place’, while kugenda can mean ‘to 

go from a place’, or to leave. umujyi means ‘town’ or ‘city’. In Kigali it is the name of a central 

district. Finally, mu when used as a preposition means ‘to’ or ‘into’ a place. Nouns that follow this 

particle may drop their initial vowel.  

These phrases allow us to side-step a lot of tricky grammatical situations: 

Ndashonje   - I am hungry 

- Stative voice – subject + -ra- + stem + past suffix 

Adjectives in English are often verbs in Kinyarwanda. When it is a ‘state’ or ‘condition’ the verb has a 

past suffix. The stem of the verb is –sonza. The past stem is –shonje, to which the subject and -ra- 

are added. Perhaps similar to ‘I am starved’, we might think of it like a past participle adjective. This 

will be described in more detail later. To facilitate speech at an early stage, we might say ngomba 

kurya – ‘I need to eat’, or ndashaka ibiryo – ‘I’d like some food’. 

It comes down to levels of simplicity. These shortcuts allow us to make simple sentences, less than 

explaining how hungry you are, but more than ‘food!’ When it comes to building an active 

vocabulary the ‘short-cuts’ can provide another way to express an idea and allow us to build phrases 

quickly before a detailed knowledge of grammar and morphology is accumulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

ndashaka kugenda.wma

mushobora kumva.wma

ndashonje.wma

ngomba kujya mumujyi.wma

urashaka kwiga.wma
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Past tense 

 Wakoze iki?  - What did you do? (today) 

- Past today – what happened earlier today 

- Subject + -a- + stem + past suffix 

Both prefix and suffix are changed. Wakoze comes from the verb –kora meaning ‘do’ or ‘work’. 

‘What are you doing’ is urakora iki? Adding iki to the end makes a ‘what’ question: ‘you are doing 

what?’ Past forms change their suffix, as well as adding -a- to the prefix. Past suffixes end in –e, and 

there are patterns for the changes in the other letters. If we break down the word we get: 

u-a-ko-ze 

Past indicators: green, subject: red. Finally, the usual contraction is made to avoid a diphthong, and 

u-a turns into w. 

 Na-giye  - I went  

Ku-jya goes –giye in the past, changing its whole stem. The verb kugenda is only used to mean ‘walk’ 

in the past: nagenze – I walked. –giye is therefore used for both sense of ‘leaving’ and ‘going to’. 

 Mwabonye?  - You saw? 

Yego, twabonye  - Yes we saw.  

The second person plural mu-a contracts to mwa (pronounce mnga). So does the first person plural 

tu-a, to twa (pronounce tqua).  –bonye is from -bona meaning ‘see’. The infinitive is kubona.  

 Yize cyane  - He/she learned a lot 

- Uncontracted: a-a-i-ze  a-a turns into ya-, ya-i contracts to yi 

The verb is kwiga, ‘to learn’ or ‘study’ past suffix -ze like -kora. Cyane is a common adverb that 

means ‘very’, ‘a lot’, ‘too’ or ‘really’ depending on the context. Murakoze cyane for example, is 

‘thank you very much’. Listen to the long cya syllable. 

For the sake of clarity, here is a table of the past tense personal pronouns: 

Nakoze Wakoze Yakoze Twakoze Mwakoze Bakoze 

I worked You worked He/She worked We worked You worked They worked 

 

NB. The tone of the past tense verb changes the meaning.  

 Wakoze iki?   - What did you do? (yesterday)  

- Happened earlier today: tone low wakoze 

- Happened yesterday or before: tone high on ko: wakóze (listen again to yize cyane) 

 Bakoze cyane uyu munsi - They did a lot today 

 Ejo barakoze cyane  - They did a lot yesterday 

- Past yesterday or before 

- Same form as the past today, but if nothing or cyane follows the verb, -ara- added. 

‘Today’ is ‘this day’ in Kinyarwanda (more on demonstratives later on). Ejo – ‘yesterday’ or 

‘tomorrow’ if used with the future can also be placed at the end. 

wakoze iki.wma

yize cyane.wma

bakoze cyane uyu munsi ejo barakoze cyane.wma

nagiye.wma

wakoze iki (ejo).wma

mwabonye yego twabonye 1.wma
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It is difficult 

 Akazi kararuhije - Work is difficult 

- Stative voice – describing a state or condition 

- Subject + -ra- + stem + past suffix 

When Kinyarwanda nouns govern verbs, they lend their prefix to be subject, in a similar way to 

adjectives, notice the ka.  

English uses adjectives where Kinyarwanda often uses verbs. Literally: ‘the work it is challenging’: 

English can also use verbs as adjectives. Think of the past stem as having a descriptive force, like the 

participle in English. 

 Ni akazi karuhije - It is challenging work  

Here the adjectival nature of the past suffix comes out. When work is no longer subject, the stative 

drops the -ra-. Pronunciation – listen to the soft je sound. 

 ‘To be difficult’, as in ‘it is stressful’ or ‘requires much’ is kurushya. The –shya ending is swapped for 

–hije in the past suffix. 

Birakomeye  - It is difficult 

For a different shade of meaning, a different verb may be required. 

To say ‘it is difficult’, without specifying what it is, the verb gukomera is more common. Kinyarwanda 

uses ibintu, meaning ‘things’ as the imagined subject. When a verb is being described it also gives 

the bi- prefix: 

 Kwiruka biraruhije - Running is difficult 

The gerund or noun-form of a verb (eg. running) is the same as the infinitive in Kinyarwanda. It could 

lend the ku- prefix: kuraruhije, when it is compared to another action, but in general, bi- is common. 

Notice the kw- beginning kwiruka, the same as kwiga, to learn.  

Akazi ni kabi   – The work is bad 

Kinyarwanda has an adjective to mean ‘bad’: -bi is added to the noun prefix, in the same way that 

we could say ururimi rwiza in the nouns and adjectives chapter. There are only about 15 adjectives 

like this, although they are common (list in appendix). 

 Ikinyarwanda kiragoye  - Kinyarwanda is difficult 

Kugora from which we get past stem -goye also means difficult, in the sense that it is currently 

beyond someone’s capacity. Ikinyarwanda kiraruhije meanwhile means it is difficult because it 

requires someone to expend much effort or do many things. The two are close, and can often be 

treated as synonyms. 

 Ndi kwiga Ikinyarwanda, ariko kiragoye - I’m learning Kinyarwanda, but it’s complicated.  

Complicated might be a good translation. The verb is in the present continuous tense, formed of ‘to 

be’ and the infinitive, describing what is currently happening (check bonus tense chapter for more). 

The useful conjunction ariko means ‘but’. 

 Ibiryo biraryoshye  - The food is delicious 

akazi kararuhije.wma

akazi ni kabi.wma

ibiryo biryoshye.wma

kwiruka biraruhije.wma

ikinyarwanda kiragoye.wma

birakomeye.wma

ndi kwiga ikinyarwanda....wma

ni akazi karuhije.wma
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Ibiryo means ‘food’, like English it is a plural noun. Bi-ra-ryo-shye comes from kuryoha, -ha swaps for 

–shye. The bi- comes from i-bi-ryo. Pronunciation: -ry- like –rjy, -shy- further back in the mouth, 

tongue touching lower teeth lower teeth. A thin sounding -sh- is produced. In both the tongue is 

high further back in the mouth than in English. 

 Turakererewe   - We are late 

The ‘stative voice’ applies to people as well. Rather than saying turi (we are) plus an adjective, use a 

verb, just as ‘I am hungry’ was ndashonje and not ndi (I am) with an adjective. –kererewe is the past 

stem from gukererwa. 

 Twari dukererewe  - We were late 

- Stative past 

- Subject + past to be, subject + stem + past suffix 

A compound tense, adding the stative verb to the past of ‘to be’, formed in a regular way from ri: 

subject-a-ri. Notice dukererewe (t contracted to d) has dropped its -ra- part. It could almost be 

described as a past participle. To reflect the structure in English think of it as ‘we were delayed’. 

 Ibiryo byari biryoshye  - The food was delicious 

Past stative, again -ra- drops out and we add the past of to be as a compound verb. Instead of tu- 

(we) that is repeated, the bi- from ibiryo is the subject. It contracts to by- when followed by the 

vowel.  

There are five main ideas to be understood here: 

- Nouns governing verbs lend a prefix, as they did with adjectives. 

- Use the ‘stative voice’ for a state or condition 

- Kinyarwanda often uses verbs when English would use an adjective. 

- Verbs in particular may offer different shades of meaning to English, context is all important. 

- The past stative requires a compound form, adding the past of -ri- to the past verb, like a 

past participle in English.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ibiryo byari biryoshye.wma

twari dukererewe.wma

turakererewe.wma
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But not too difficult 

To make a phrase negative, add a negative prefix. 

 Sinzi niba nshobora gusobanura  - I don’t know if I can explain 

First person singular takes si-. 

 Ariko, ntibigoye cyane  - However, it’s not too difficult 

Apart from the first person singular which takes si-, negatives add nti to the prefix and drop the -ra-. 

Ariko means ‘however’ as well as ‘but’, and cyane can express ‘too difficult’ as well as ‘very difficult’. 

Nti-bi-go-ye. -bi- in the absence of context refers to ibintu. Pronunciation – nt like nh.  

Ntitwagiye   - We didn’t go 

Past tense, add negative prefix to normal sequence. Nti-tw-a-giye. (–giye comes from kujya). 

Pronunciation – twa like tqua. 

 Nta mazi dufite, ariko hari inzoga - We don’t have water, but there’s beer 

Literally: ‘there is no water we have, but there’s beer’ 

Hari means both ‘there is’ and ‘there was’, and comes from –ri. Nta means ‘there is no’, and 

removes the following noun’s first vowel. ‘There is no beer’ would be nta nzoga. Notice the word 

order, making dufite a kind of subordinate (there is no water that we have). 

 Ikinyarwanda nticyoroshe - Kinyarwanda is not easy 

The verb ‘to be easy’ is koroha. The –ha swaps for –she in the past, the -ra- drops out for the 

negative, and the ki pronoun from Ikinyarwanda contracts to -cy- as it is followed by o: nti-cy-oro-

she. To say it is easy, it would be kiroroshe (ki-r(a)-oro-she). 

 Gusobanukirwa ntibyari byoroshe - Understanding was not easy 

- Negative stative past 

- Negative + subject + past to be, subject + stem + past suffix 

Stative past uses a compound tense with ‘to be’. The negative is added to the ‘was’ part (byari). 

Gerunds (verbal nouns) should technically give a ku- prefix, but many Rwandans use the bi- prefix. 

Gusobanukirwa is sometimes preferred to kumva. 

Although the verb may seem long and complicated, we might observe that the variations follow 

regular patterns, and that once broken down into their parts they can be understood more easily.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ikinyarwanda nticyoroshe.wma

ariko ntibigoye cyane.wma

ntitwagiye.wma

nta amazi dufite ariko hari nzoga.wma

gusobanukirwa ntibyari byoroshe.wma

sinzi niba nshobora gusobura.wma
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Future Tense 

 Uzakora iki ejo?   - What will you do tomorrow?  

- Future tense 

- Subject + -za- + stem 

The word for tomorrow is ejo, the same word is used for yesterday. 

 Nzajya mumujyi   - I will go to town 

To say ‘to town’ the preposition ‘mu’ (to/into) is employed. When combined with the word for town, 

umujyi the two together are often written as one word.  

 Nzasubirayo vuba  - I will return there soon 

‘To return’ or ‘go back’ is gusubira. Following the verb is the suffix –yo. This is added to refer to a 

place that has already been mentioned. ‘There’ in English. 

 Uzahava ryari?   - When will you leave there?  

To ask a ‘when’ question, add ryari to the end of the phrase. The -ha- refers to a place (ahantu) and 

is not deleted as in English. More on object pronouns to follow. Ku-va means ‘to come from’ 

somewhere. Notice difference in expression, literally: ‘you will come from there when?’ 

 Tuzahaza nyuma  - We will come there afterwards  

Nyuma the adverb can be used to say ‘afterwards’, as a connective it is: hanyuma, meaning ‘then’ or 

‘after’. Referring to a place, the particle -ha- is necessary. Ku-za means ‘come to’ somewhere. Its 

past tense –je is often mixed with the present indicator (ra) to say ‘I’m just coming’: ndaje.  

 Ntibazumva   - They will not listen 

With a negative, -za- is retained, unlike the present continuous which loses the -ra-. Contraction: za-

umva - zumva. 

 Bizaba byoroshe  - It will be easy 

- Future stative 

- Subject + future kuba, subject + stem + past suffix 

For the past tense, ‘it was easy’ would be byari byoroshe. Kuba is used for the future instead of -ri. 

Contraction: bi-o – byo. Noun prefix in both verbs, as with past stative. 

 Akazi ntikazaba koroshe - The work will not be easy 

Ka of akazi is carried through both verbs. Negative nti precedes the ‘will be’ part. 

 

 

 

 

 

nzajya mumujyi.wma

ntibazumva.wma

uzakora iki ejo.wma

nzasubirayo vuba.wma

uzahava ryari.wma

tuzahaza nyuma.wma

bizaba byoroshe.wma

akazi ntikazaba koroshe.wma
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Object Pronouns – I love you 

Object pronouns: me, you, it, her, him, us, them. Kinyarwanda attaches them to the prefix of the 

verb too. 

 Nda-gu-kunda   - I love you 

The most romantic of object pronouns slots between subject or tense marker and stem. To say ‘you’ 

it is either gu or ku, same pattern as infinitives.  

 Murabizi?    - Do you know it?  

Na-by-ibagiwe   - I forgot it 

When there is an object pronoun, the -ra- is retained when normally –zi is without. -bi- refers again 

to ibintu. Contraction: bi-i - byi, pronounced bji.   

 Wa-ha-bonye?   - did you find it? (the place) ahantu  

In context a different noun may be assumed. The object pronoun is usually formed with the same 

letters as the adjective pronoun, or verb prefix. Exception: nouns beginning ama-: 

 ufite amafaranga?  - do you have the money? 

 Yego, ndayafite   - Yes I have it. 

ama- is ya as an object pronoun. There are tables of the variations, however it is better to learn 

examples as they occur in context. Notice again, -fite also keeps -ra- with an object pronoun. 

 Oya, naya-guhaye  - No, I gave it to you 

Indirect and direct object pronouns occur in the same verb. Direct always precedes indirect pronoun. 

Guha means ‘to give to’. ‘Give me’ would be mpa, m-ha contracts.  

 Wa-m-bonye?   - Did you see me? 

Nzakubonayo   - I’ll see you there 

The verb kubona, –bonye in the past, means ‘to see’ or ‘to find’. ‘Me’ is -m- or -n- depending on the 

letter it precedes, same as ‘I’ the subject pronoun. The first person plural is also the same as its 

subject pronoun (tu/du).  

Uzamukumbura?  - Will you miss him/her 

The future follows the same format. ‘Him’ as an object pronoun is -mu-. The second (and third) 

person plural is -ba-. Gukumbura means ‘to miss someone’. 

 Ndishimye kubamenya   - Pleased to meet you (formal)  

The greeting exhibits the you (formal) object pronoun -ba- as well as the stative voice n-di-shim-ye – 

‘I am pleased’. Context should make meaning clear as to whether we are talking about ‘you (pl)’ or 

‘them’. With an infinitive, the pronoun inserted between ku/gu prefix and stem. Notice the verb 

kumenya – ‘to know’. –zi has no infinitive form.  

 

 

 

ndagukunda.wma

uzamukumbura.wma

oya nayaguhaye.wma

murabizi nabyibagiwe.wma

wambonye nzakubonayo.wma

wahabonye.wma

ndishimye kubamenya.wma

ufite amafaranga...2.wma
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What’s your name? 

 Witwa nde?  - You are called who?  

- Passive voice 

- Add suffix –wa to stem  

Kwita is ‘to call’, kwitwa ‘to be called’. Nde added to a phrase makes a ‘who’ question. Literally: ‘you 

are called who? u-it-wa nde? The u contracts to w, since it is a vowel-stemmed verb. 

 Nitwa...    - I am called....  

Pronunciation – twa – tqua. 

Asking what something is called is a valuable tool when learning a language, maintaining target 

language: 

 Kitwa gute?   - What is it called?  

Literally: ‘it is called how?’ Gu-te is a question word that means ‘how’. It is formed of the –te suffix 

and variable noun prefix. The gu- here is related to the infinitive: kwita. Remember the infinitive is 

also used as a verbal noun. It too can lend the prefix ku-, often contracting gu. The ‘how’ relates to 

‘how they call it’. Gi-te, agreeing with ikintu can also be used. So too can kitwa ngo iki? 

 Ibi ibiryo biraryoshye  - This food is delicious 

 Babyitwa gute?   - What is it called?  

 Babyita imboga   - They call it ‘imboga’ 

Ibi is the demonstrative particle – ‘this’, looking like the noun prefix. Again, gute is used referring to 

the verb, but bite could also work, referring to the food. The active –ita ending is required in the 

third sentence. Rather than saying ‘we call it’, in Kinyarwanda they say ‘they’. 

 Aho ahantu hari heza - That place was beautiful 

To form the ‘that’ demonstrative, swap the second vowel of ‘this’ for o. Often this change will affect 

the preceding letters, eg. ibyo ibiryo – ‘that food’, icyo – that thing. Once again, taking each case as it 

comes will produce a good feel for the change required, trying to recall tables will hinder speaking 

fluency. Contraction: ha-iza - heza, noun governing adjective, as well as the verb. Repetition of the 

noun prefix creates a strong connection between all the words. 

 Reba uwo muntu - Look at that person 

Nouns that begin umu- have uyu (this) and uwo (that) for the demonstratives. Look at the table in 

the appendix for patterns in the variations. Notice the following noun drops its first vowel. 

 Bavuga gute...  - How do they say...? 

 Bavuga...  - They say...  

This is a way of asking how something is said or pronounced. Once again, the third person plural is 

used for general statements, when we might say ‘you’ and ‘we’. 

 

 

 

kitwa gute.wma

reba uwo umuntu.wma

nitwa.wma

ibi ibiryo bytwa gute.wma

witwa nde.wma

aho hantu hari heza.wma

bavuga gute bavuga.wma
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How much? 

 Ni angahe?   - How much is it?  

For ‘how much’ or ‘how many’ use the –ngahe suffix added to the noun prefix. This prefix is the 

same as the verb prefix. In this case, amafaranga a-ngahe – ‘how much money?’  

 Hari abantu bangahe?  - How many people were there?  

The ba of abantu (/abanhu/) is added to the –ngahe stem. 

 Ibihumbi bibiri   - Two thousand  

Break down the numbers to understand: ibi- noun prefix, -humbi - stem meaning ‘thousand’, bi- 

prefix for ibihumbi, -biri - ‘two’ suffix. NB. numbers 1 to 7 take noun prefixes. 

 Abantu babiri   - Two people 

Numbers are used as adjectives most of the time. Notice they follow the noun they describe. When 

simply counted, their prefixes are different, eg. ri-mwe, ka-biri, ga-tatu. Killer part: for nouns that 

have a plural prefix of in-, such as inzoga (beer), different numbers are used. 

 Inzoga ebyiri   - Two beers  

Perhaps the strangest aspect of Kinyarwanda. Nouns beginning in- have irregular looking prefixes in 

other circumstances; inzoga ziconje – cold beers (gukonja – to be cold). Zi- prefix agrees with in-

zoga. These alternative numbers still have normal suffixes: 

 Abantu batatu   - Three people 

 Inzoga eshatu   - Three beers 

Both end –atu, as before ‘two’ ended –iri. Listen for familiar endings. Whilst not overwhelmingly 

complex, ‘two beers please’ is not the very first thing everyone should learn in Kinyarwanda. Inzoga 

imwe to begin with (one –mwe looks regular). 

The rest follows logically. Eleven to Nineteen are made by saying ‘ten and...’ followed by the 

number. Watch out for eleven, whose ‘and one’ keeps its singular prefix: abantu cumi n’umwe – 

eleven (ten and one) people. No numbers apart from the first seven change prefixes. 

 Igihumbi na amagana atanu - One thousand five hundred  

Literally: ‘a thousand and hundreds five’. ‘One hundred’ is ijana, plural amagana. The ‘five’ agrees 

with amagana (‘how many’ verb prefix again). 20 to 90 work like 11-19, ‘adding’ the number to the 

ten.  

Kinyarwanda numbers are in fact highly logical. Just 1-7 take noun prefixes, in- nouns produce 

irregular prefixes. Nb. Two samosas: insambosa ebyiri.  

 

 

 

 

 

igihumbi na magana tanu.wma

hari abantu bangahe.wma

abantu babiri.wma

inzoga ebyiri.wma

ibihumbi bibiri.wma

ni angahe.wma

abantu batatu inzoga eshatu.wma
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Do you have your key? 

 Ufite urufunguzo rwawe?  - Do you have your key? 

Narusize     - I left it 

- Possessive – possessive prefix + possessive stem 

- Possessive prefix: verb prefix + a 

Rwa comes from the ru of urufugozi, and –we means ‘your’. Notice the object pronoun in the 

response. Narusize from gusiga. 

 Urufunguzo rwanjye ruri he? - Where is my key?  

To say ‘my’, add the possessive suffix –njye. Literally: ‘the key, your one, is where?’ The possessive 

always follows the noun it describes. 

 Ntabwo numvise ubutumwa bwanyu - I didn’t understand your (pl) message 

Kumva in the past takes the stem –mvise. The formal or plural ‘your’ is –nyu. Notice forming the 

possessive prefix often creates contraction: bu-a - bwa. Pronunciation: bwa like bga. The b is soft. 

Ntabwo preceding the verb is sometimes the preferred negative form. Nta is the opposite of hari, 

meaning ‘there is no’. It is combined with ubwo – ‘that’ to make ‘ntabwo’. ntabwo nshobora 

kubikora – ‘I can’t do it’. 

 Ibiryo byabo ni byiza  - Their food is great.  

The third person plural is –bo.  

 Uri hafi yacu?   - Are you near us?  

 Yego, ndi i-wanyu  - Yes, I’m at your place 

The possessive particle is also used with hafi – ‘near’ and kure – ‘far’. In these instances, ya is used as 

the prefix. I-wa-nyu is made up of the preposition i, which means ‘at’ with places, the wa- agreeing 

with i-muhira which means ‘at home’, and the possessive suffix –nyu.  

Ufite urufungozo rwawe  - Do you have your key? 

Nari ndufite ubwo nahavaga  - I had it when I was leaving.  

- Imperfect ‘-ga’ tense – continuous action in the past 

- Subject + -a- + stem + -ga 

A ‘when’ clause needs the imperfect ‘-ga’ tense, x was happening when y happened. Notice the past 

of -fite formed with a compound tense, following past -ri. ‘You had it’ – wari urufite, ‘we had it’ – 

twari turufite. In the same way: nari nbizi – I knew it. The -ru- for urufungozo.  

 Nari mfite amazi yanjye igihe nahavaga  - I had my water when I left  

Another way of saying ‘when’ is with igihe. Literally: ‘the time when I was coming from there’. 

Remember kuva is ‘to come from’. ha for the place. Amazi yanjye – verb prefix a-a – ya to form the 

possessive.  

 

 

 

urufungozo rwanjye ruri he.wma

ibriryo byabo ni byiza.wma

ntabwo numvise ubutumwa bwanyu.wma

ufite urufungozo rwawe narusize.wma

nari mfite amazi yanjyi.wma

uri hafi yacu....wma

ufite urufungozo rwawe.... 1wma.wma
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Just finished? Still learning... Bonus tenses 

Kinyarwanda inserts verb prefixes where English might use an adverb. 

 Ndarangije   - I have just finished 

- ‘Just’ tense 

- Subject + ra + past stem 

Normally context will make it clear whether it is stative, or ‘just happened’. Infinitive: kurangiza. This 

tense is commonly used for events that have just happening, or happening right now; ndaje – ‘I’m 

just coming’, uragiye? – ‘Are you going?’ 

 Ndakiga   - I am still learning 

- ‘Still happening’ tense 

- Subject + racya + stem 

For ‘still’ doing something, the particle -racya- is inserted into the prefix. N-racya-iga – ndakiga. For 

some it is written ndacyiga. 

 Aracyasoma igitabo cye  - He is still reading his book  

Notice the third person singular possessive particle -e and the possessive prefix for igitabo: cya. 

Igitabo comes from the same group as ikintu; the k is contracted to g because of the t sound in the 

stem. Ki-a-e contracts to cya. 

 Turacyari hano   - We are still here 

This form can also be used with –ri. Listen to the heavier cya syllable. 

 Ntukiriyo   - You are no longer there 

- ‘No longer’ tense 

- Negative prefix + subject + ki + stem 

In the negative, the -racya- drops its -ra-, like the present negative, as well as its second –a.  Because 

of the lack of contraction it appears as -ki- and means ‘no longer’. In front of a vowel-stem verb it 

would contract to -cy-. Notice the negative contraction nti-u to ntu. The same happens with the third 

person singular: ntakiriyo – ‘he is no longer there’. 

Wahageze?   - Did you arrive? 

 Sindahagera   - I haven’t arrived yet 

- ‘Not yet’ tense 

- Negative + Subject + ra + stem 

If -ra- is not dropped in present negative, it means ‘not yet’. Si-n-da-gera, infinitive - kugera. In 

English we use the perfect tense, here it is present. The tone on the -ra- present indicator is also long 

and high for this tense. ‘I haven’t arrived’ would be sinahageze. NB. the -ha- in the stem is required 

when referring to a place. 

Ndi kujya   - I am going 

- Present continuous tense – what is happening right at this moment 

- To be + infinitive/gerund 

ndarangije.wma

ndakiga.wma

turacyari hano.wma

wahageze sindahagera.wma

ndi kujya.wma

ntukiriyo.wma

aracyasoma igitabo cye.wma
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‘I am currently going somewhere’, this tense makes it clear that something is still occurring. Ndajya 

might mean ‘I am about to go’ or ‘going to go’. In English the present continuous is used for both 

situations. French has a similar construction: je suis en train de faire quelque chose – ‘I am in the 

process of doing something’, also using the verb ‘to be’ and the infinitive. The difference between 

ndajya, njya, ndagiye, and ndi kujya is subtle. Listen for examples in context. 

Ntabwo turi kumva  - We can’t understand 

For the negative, add ntabwo before ‘to be’ (nta + ubwo). Literally ‘it is not the case that we 

understand’. 

 

 

 

Review 

Real communication in Kinyarwanda is by no means limited to the structures outlined in this paper. 

There should however be no more major grammatical surprises. By way of review: 

- Verbs are built by adding prefixes and suffixes to a core of a few letters. 

m-vuga, n-da-vuga, n-a-vu-ze etc. 

Some verbs can even be formed by adding prepositional suffixes: 

ndi kuvugana nawe   - I am speaking with you  

- Nouns give a prefix to parts of speech which they govern (adjectives, pronouns, verbs etc) 

ijoro ryiza – ‘good night’, umutima wawe – ‘your heart’, amanyoni aririmba – ‘the birds are singing’ 

- Adjectives in English are mostly translated by verbs 

Nahageze mu kwezi gushize  - I arrived last month 

Turagenda mu cyumweru gitaha - We are leaving next week  

Literally: ‘in the month ended’ (guhira – ‘to end’) and ‘the week that is next’ (gutaha – ‘to be next’) 

Even adverbial phrases are sometimes verbal in Kinyarwanda: 

 Natekereje ko wamaze kubikora  - I thought you had already done it 

Gutekereza ko... – ‘to think that...’  Kumara – ‘to have already’ + infinitive  

Although the complexity of speech expands rapidly, most forms of expression can be understood by 

applying this logic.  

 

 

 

 

 

natekereje ko wameze kubikora.wma

ndi kuvagana nawe.wma

ntabwo turi kumva.wma

nahageze mu kwezi....wma
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Appendix I – Accent 

Accent is the way in which we speak. There is a huge variation in the way people speak, but areas 

that we can try and improve upon when learning a language include:  

- Pronunciation 

- Tone 

- Rhythm 

Pronunciation concerns the language’s phonemes; the individual units of sound. It might also be 

described as the mechanics of speech, how your mouth should move to produce a certain letter. In 

Kinyarwanda most sounds are produced differently to English equivalents, and some are completely 

alien. The initial focus will be on mastering the sounds that are new; the by, rw, ry, ntu etc. Listen 

carefully to the recordings and copy. The sounds are described throughout the text. There are some 

more general observations that may eventually be more useful however. In English we tend to 

under-pronounce vowels, and focus on consonantal pronunciation, eg. ‘comfortable’ /cumftubul/. In 

Kinyarwanda an effort must be made to pronounce all of the vowels. Take the word amagambo – 

‘words’. English speakers would probably say /amugambo/ dropping the second a to an ‘uh’ sound. 

In Kinyarwanda, each a should be a bright ‘a’ as in ‘cat’. Another general observation might be that 

in English many consonants are heavily aspirated, such as the ‘t’ of ‘tea’. Saying a word like umutima 

– ‘heart’ with an aspirated ‘t’ makes it sound like umutsima which means ‘bread’. In another 

language, almost every letter should really be pronounced differently, not just the stranger sounds. 

Tone and rhythm are often overlooked, in favour of a focus on pronunciation. Kinyarwanda is 

described as a tonal language, and this aspect of accent cannot be ignored. Accent comes from the 

Latin cantus meaning ‘sung’; the voice’s melody is at the heart of the way any language is spoken. In 

Kinyarwanda the tense of a verb can change depending on the tone of voice, and many nouns would 

simply sound wrong if a certain tone was not applied. The noun amazi for example has a high tone 

on the second a. It would be difficult to unpick the semantics that might describe rules for tones, 

and unhelpful for speaking quickly. Instead, we can pay attention to the music of the voice when 

Kinyarwanda is spoken, and try to use tones in a similar way. A similar approach should be taken 

with rhythm. Rhythm is important both within individual words, the ‘stress’ on each syllable, and 

across larger sentences. In British English, the general rhythm of speech is sometimes described as a 

‘rat-a-tat tat’ rhythm; British natives often speak quickly, using lots of pauses between phrases. 

American English meanwhile is often more relaxed in pace, and smoother. Speech rhythms are so 

diverse however that it may be unhelpful to generalise to such an extent. On an individual word 

basis, many words actually change their meaning based on stress. For example, ‘extract the extract’ 

one is a verb, the other a noun. When learning another language we must consider several different 

aspects of accent to produce a good sound. 

Putting these together is the key, a difficult linguistic dance to pull off. Take the Kinyarwanda word 

for ‘thank you’ - murakoze as an example. 

 

 

 

 

 

murakoze.wma murakoze 1.wma murakoze 3.wmamurakoze 2.wma
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Pronunciation: The soft m is followed by u, a vowel pronounced a bit like oo of ‘boo’, but shorter. 

The flicked r (quite like an L – in fact many Rwandans mix up L and R when speaking English) is softer 

than a Spanish flicked single r, and resolves in the bright a vowel. The k is quite soft, not aspirated, 

and the o perhaps similar to a Spanish o, like neither short nor long ‘o’ in English. The z, again a soft 

consonant half way between an English ‘s’ and ‘z’, finishes with e, similar to the ey of ‘hey’ in English, 

but without the y sound.  

Tone: The tone on the ko is slightly higher than the others sounds: murakóze.  

Rhythm: The syllables are fairly even in length in this word. Perhaps a slight stress on the ko, the 

core unit of the word. 

Of course, when speaking we cannot afford to be thinking about all of that. After time the 

movement will become muscle memory, instinctive. In order to attain a good native-like accent it is 

not enough to simply pay attention to native speakers. We must listen to our own voice as well, 

using recordings to compare phrases we say to native speakers. Not all the distinctions in sounds will 

be heard at first, let alone reproduced. We must take pains to train the ear to pick up the music of 

the language, as well as the mouth and tongue to move in new ways. 
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Appendix II - Grammar Charts 

In Kinyarwanda the nouns all have prefixes that tell us whether they are singular or plural, and also 

what kind of noun they are. The nouns in the ‘first’ class for example all refer to people. There are 

ten different groups, although different sources describe slightly different groups. It can appear to 

be an overwhelming amount of information, and for that reason studying the tables should be 

avoided. If speaking is the aim, trying to remember lists will get in the way. Instead, use the tables as 

a reference point when searching for a noun agreement. Using a noun in context will make it difficult 

to forget.  

 

 

Guiding patterns: 

- Adjective prefixes are mostly the same as the second two letters of the noun prefix. 

Exceptions: nouns that start in- go m- and those beginning i- go ri-. 

- Verb prefixes are also usually formed from the noun prefix. Exception being the plural in- 

that produces zi-. 

- Possessive prefixes are formed by adding a to the verb prefix. Normal contraction occurs in 

most forms: ki-a – cya, u-a – wa, i-a – ya, a-a – ya. 

- Object pronouns are all the same as verb prefixes, unless the verb prefix has only one letter, 

in which case a consonant is added, y for a and i, and w for u.  

- Demonstratives add the first vowel, ‘that’ takes o. u-o goes wo. 

The ‘irregularities’ are not even that irregular. The ‘person’ class couldn’t have taken a verb prefix 

that began mu or u as we might expect, since this would have been easily confused with the second 

person prefix. In a similar way, the n/m verb prefix is used by the first person singular, and so the 

anomalous conversion of in- plural nouns to zi- is perhaps useful for avoiding that clash. Indeed 

notice that all nouns with n or m in the stem drop this consonant in the verb prefix. 

Class Noun Prefix Adj Prefix Verb Prefix Possessive Object pronoun This That 

1s umu mu a wa mu uyu uwo 

1pl aba ba ba ba ba aba abo 

2s umu mu u wa wu uyu uwo 

2pl imi mi i ya yi iyi iyo 

3s in m i ya yi iyi iyo 

3pl in m zi za zi izi izo 

4s iki ki ki cya ki iki icyo 

4pl ibi bi bi bya bi ibi ibyo 

5s i ri ri rya ri iri iryo 

5pl ama ma a ya ya aya ayo 

6s uru ru ru rwa ru uru urwo 

6pl in m zi za zi izi izo 

7s aka ka ka kwa ka aka ako 

7pl utu tu tu twa tu utu utwo 

8s ubu bu bu bwa bu ubu ubwo 

8p ama ma a ya ya aya ayo 

9s uku ku ku kwa ku uku ukwo 

9pl ama ma a ya ya aya ayo 

10s aha ha ha ha ha aha aho 

10pl aha ha ha ha ha aha aho 
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Personal subject prefixes: 

I you (s) he, she we you (pl) they 

n- (m) u- a- tu- mu- ba- 

 

 Personal possessive suffixes: 

my your (s) his, her our your (pl) their 

-njye -we -e -cu -nyu -bo 

 

Personal object pronouns: 

me you (s) him, her us you (pl) them 

-n- (m) -ku- (gu) -mu- -tu- (du) -ba- -ba- 

 

Summary of tenses and voices: 

imperative vuga speak! 

present mvuga I speak 

present continuous ndi kuvuga I am speaking 

present near ndavuga I am speaking 

subjunctive mvuge I may speak 

past navuze I spoke 

far past naravuze I spoke 

 future nzavuga I will speak 

stative present biraruhije It is difficult 

stative past byari biruhije It was difficult 

stative future bizaba biruhije It will be difficult 

passive nitwa I am called 

past passive nitswe I have been called 

imperfect  mvugaga I was speaking 

‘just’ ndavuze I have just spoken 

‘still’ ndacyavuga I am still speaking 

‘no longer’ sinkivuga I am no longer speaking 

‘not yet’ sinaravuga I have not yet spoken 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Present 

mvuga 

Past today 

navuze (low 

tone) 

Present 

continuous          

ndi kuvuga 

Past naravuze, 

navuze (high 

tone) 

Future 

nzavuga 

Immediate 

past, ‘just’ 

ndavuze 

Present 

near future  

ndavuga 

Time 
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